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In The 

tbd Court (Fort Myers) 

SCOTT HUMINSKI,      )  CIVIL ACTION 

PLAINTIFF     ) 

   v.   )  DOCKET NO. 

TOWN OF GILBERT, AZ,   ) 

GILBERT POLICE DEPARTMENT,  ) 

RYAN PILLAR,     ) 

STEPHANIE AMEISS,    ) 

CITY OF SURPRISE, AZ,   ) 

SURPRISE POLICE DEPARTMENT,  ) 

CITY OF PHOENIX, AZ,    ) 

PHOENIX POLICE DEPARTMENT,  ) 

SCRIBD,INC.,     )  JURY TRIAL REQUESTED 

DEFENDANTS.    )   

VERIFIED COMPLAINT FOR DECLARATORY AND OTHER RELIEF 

 

NOW COMES, Scott Huminski (“Huminski”), and, under oath, complains, swears, 

deposes and states as follows: 

1. On April 4, 2015, Huminski received a death threat letter in the mail at my home in 

Bonita Springs, FL listing Gilbert Police Officer Ryan Pillar (“Pillar”) as the author 

along with a return address on the envelope of Pillar in Phoenix, AZ and a Phoenix, 

AZ postmark. 

2. The death threat states, 

"Hello Scott, 

It’s almost time for you to die. 

Did you think that I would let you get away with your bullshit and your 

lawsuits? Writing that letter to my parents was your worst mistake.  Enjoy your 

last few days on earth.I’ll be there real soon.  

Officer Pillar” 

True and correct copies of the envelope and letter are scanned as attachments to court 

papers located at, 
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https://web.archive.org/web/20161206184736/https://trevornelsonazglendaleazihs16g

cu2020debrariffel.files.wordpress.com/2016/09/notice-of-appeal-scan-with-death.pdf 

3. Huminski received 6 more additional threatening or bizarre letters in 2015 and 2016 

from Lee County, FL, California and Arizona.  The only Court matter that Huminski 

was involved in upon receipt of the April 2015 death threat was before the United 

States District Court (Conn.) and the threat is a crime against that tribunal. (witness 

intimidation, witness tampering, obstruction of justice) The second death threat 

targeted proceedings before the United States Second Circuit Court of Appeals in 

New York City.  See true and correct copy of second death threat, that was issued in 

response to my filing of appeal before the 2
nd

 Circuit,   

https://web.archive.org/web/20161207005122/https://trevornelsonazglendaleazihs16g

cu2020debrariffel.files.wordpress.com/2016/09/affidavit-2nd-death-threat.pdf 

4. The municipal defendants engage in the business of law enforcement, which, is an 

interstate activity whereby they all have had minimum contacts with Florida, 

especially with Florida Police agencies and agencies that do business in Florida like 

the F.B.I., the U.S. Postal Inspection Service and other agencies that have interstate 

jurisdiction and cooperate with State agencies.  The Gilbert defendants have made 

direct contact with the Lee County Sheriff’s Office (“LCSO”) with regard to these 

crimes and surrounding fact.  

5. Interstate “agency assists” are commonplace in law enforcement such as the contacts 

between Gilbert and the LCSO mentioned in the prior paragraph.  All municipal 

defendants conduct business with the F.B.I., a federal entity with nationwide 

jurisdiction, and report crime data to the F.B.I. and use interstate data supplied by the 

F.B.I. concerning conducting the business of law enforcement. 

6. I became aware of an impersonation of me in 2013 via the disclosure of the Phoenix 

Police (production received on 11/18/2016) of a police report that indicated Gilbert 

Police Officer Ryan Pillar received a disturbing letter from me, emails and other 

problematic materials.  I did not engage in this conduct.  See true and correct copy 

redacted Phoenix Police report at, 

https://web.archive.org/web/20161125141148/https://trevornelsonazglendaleazihs16g

cu2020debrariffel.files.wordpress.com/2016/11/trevor-nelson-phoenix-pd-report.pdf 

7. The Police report mentioned in the previous paragraph detailed Gilbert Police Officer 

Ryan Pillar’s statements that Gilbert had secured a restraining order against Huminski 

indicating a court adjudication of wrongful and criminal conduct by Huminski and 

https://web.archive.org/web/20161125141148/https:/trevornelsonazglendaleazihs16gcu2020debrariffel.files.wordpress.com/2016/11/trevor-nelson-phoenix-pd-report.pdf
https://web.archive.org/web/20161125141148/https:/trevornelsonazglendaleazihs16gcu2020debrariffel.files.wordpress.com/2016/11/trevor-nelson-phoenix-pd-report.pdf
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Pillar falsely stated that Huminski engaged in the crime of harassment.  These 

statements were made to the Phoenix police. 

8. Gilbert police officer Stephanie Ameiss and Gilbert falsely stated to the Lee County 

(FL) Sheriff’s Department that Huminski had violent tendencies.  Violence is a crime.  

Huminski became aware of this when the local sheriff supplied me with a copy of a 

police report in the 2015-2016 winter containing the statements of Stephanie Ameiss 

to the local sheriff.  The LCSO document production is at, 

https://web.archive.org/web/20161207011927/https://trevornelsonazglendaleazihs16g

cu2020debrariffel.files.wordpress.com/2016/11/lcso-production.pdf 

9. Upon information and belief Trevor Nelson authored letters and emails sent to Pillar 

and Pillar’s parents in 2013 and 2014 and impersonated me, a Gilbert Police Officer 

(a crime in every jurisdiction in the USA) and others in the string of death threats and 

otherwise bizarre mail received at my home in Florida beginning in 2015.  The 

alleged participation of Trevor Nelson in the series of State and Federal crimes 

targeting Ryan Pillar, Scott Huminski, the United States District Court (Conn.) and 

the United States Second Circuit Court of Appeals in New York City are set forth at 

https://trevornelsonazglendaleazihs16gcu2020debrariffel.com/.  Much of the evidence 

against Nelson is conclusory and circumstantial, but, abundant.   

10. Trevor Nelson and Debra Riffel hold Gilbert Police Officer Ryan Pillar and myself 

responsible for the suicide of his father, Justin M. Nelson.  Nelson admits this motive 

for the aforementioned conduct targeting Huminski in a Glendale, AZ police report.  

This is also a monumental motive for the planned murder.  See a true and correct 

copy of Glendale police report at, 

https://web.archive.org/web/20161207000718/https://trevornelsonazglendaleazihs16g

cu2020debrariffel.files.wordpress.com/2016/09/trevor-nelson-criminal-motive-police-

report.pdf. 

11. I have made public records requests to all of the municipal defendants throughout 

2015 and 2016, most recently a records request for public documents mentioning 

Huminski, Trevor Nelson, Justin M. Nelson and Debra Riffel was issued on 

11/21/2016 and a true and correct copy is located at, 

https://web.archive.org/web/20161207001351/https://trevornelsonazglendaleazihs16g

cu2020debrariffel.com/2016/11/21/public-records-request-to-mcso-phoenix-surprise-

and-gilbert-police-prior-to-litigation/ 

https://trevornelsonazglendaleazihs16gcu2020debrariffel.com/
https://web.archive.org/web/20161207000718/https:/trevornelsonazglendaleazihs16gcu2020debrariffel.files.wordpress.com/2016/09/trevor-nelson-criminal-motive-police-report.pdf
https://web.archive.org/web/20161207000718/https:/trevornelsonazglendaleazihs16gcu2020debrariffel.files.wordpress.com/2016/09/trevor-nelson-criminal-motive-police-report.pdf
https://web.archive.org/web/20161207000718/https:/trevornelsonazglendaleazihs16gcu2020debrariffel.files.wordpress.com/2016/09/trevor-nelson-criminal-motive-police-report.pdf
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12. The Municipal defendants refused to comply, partially (Phoenix) or in their entirety 

(Gilbert, Surprise), with Huminski’s document requests.  The refusal of law 

enforcement to cooperate with Huminski’s investigation puts Huminski’s life on the 

line and impedes his investigation, the results of which, he will forward to law 

enforcement for prosecution and seek civil redress when he gathers enough evidence 

from the municipalities to file a civil complaint against Trevor Nelson that does not 

contain conclusory allegations and can survive a motion to dismiss or judgement on 

the pleadings.   

13. Huminski is convinced that the only credible suspect related to the aforementioned 

crimes against Pillar, himself and the two federal courts is Trevor Nelson.  Both 

Nelson and his mother, Debra Riffel had motive and opportunity to commit these 

crimes. 

14. Huminski lives in terror of imminent murder.  The callous indifference, reckless 

indifference and unlawful conduct displayed by the municipal defendants for 

Huminski’s human rights (right to life) is outrageous and far exceeds gross negligence 

as the conduct of the municipal defendants is malicious, outrageous, corrupt and 

intentional. 

15. The municipal defendants have deliberately and maliciously refused to supply 

Huminski information to assist in his assassination investigation to proximately cause 

him injury, suffering and shock to body and mind. 

16. Glendale, AZ responded to an identical document request issued by Huminski and 

produced all documents with minimal redacting in an exemplary and comprehensive 

manner without malice. Compliance of one out of four agencies concerning AZ 

public records law shines a dim light on AZ law enforcement. No lawful reason 

existed for Glendale AZ to withhold or excessively redact documents provided to 

Huminski and none exist for the municipal defendants. 

17. My investigation of the assassination plot and conspiracy to commit murder began in 

April of 2015 subsequent to my receipt of the first death threat.  As a citizen-reporter, 

I will and have published all fruits of my investigation on the internet to alert and 

protect the public concerning this collection of serious crimes supported with silence 

by the law enforcement defendants. 

18. Huminski suffers extreme emotional distress proximately resulting from the 

municipal defendants and their police department’s refusal to produce public 
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documents to intentionally obstruct my investigation and cause me terror, injury and 

shock to the body and mind requiring medical intervention. 

19. The municipal defendants have improperly and unlawfully withheld or excessively 

redacted production of public records with malice, malevolent intent and evil design 

to thwart Huminski’s attempt to protect and defend his human rights (right to life).  

This obstructionist conduct, in itself, is a human rights violation in this context and is 

conduct that shocks the conscience.  The conduct in this case suggests that law 

enforcement has teamed up with Trevor Nelson and his litany of crimes including a 

murder plot. 

20. All defendants know or should have known that I am investigating the looming 

assassination plot and I am doing this to save my life and protect my family.  

21. The conduct of municipal defendants is outrageous as it acquiesces to and, indeed, 

supports a conspiracy to commit murder by obstructing an investigation. 

22. All claims are brought against defendants in their individual and official capacities 

jointly and severely.  

23. This matter is before the Organization of American States, Inter-American 

Commission on Human Rights both as a petition and approved for precautionary 

measures.  The findings of the OAS are not binding, however, the U.S. State 

Department does participate concerning human rights violation cases before the OAS.  

Below are true and correct links reflecting the status of the international human rights 

cases related to this Complaint, 

 

https://web.archive.org/web/20160921233016/https://trevornelsonazglendaleazihs16gcu

2020debrariffel.files.wordpress.com/2016/09/precautionary-mearsures-oas.pdf 

 

https://web.archive.org/web/20160921233756/https://trevornelsonazglendaleazihs16gcu

2020debrariffel.files.wordpress.com/2016/09/oas-letter-march-3-3-16.pdf 

 

 

COUNT 1 - DEFAMATION PER SE 

GILBERT, GILBERT POLICE, RYAN PILLAR, STEPHANIE AMEISS 

Huminski incorporates paragraphs 6,7,8 and seeks the following relief, 

 A declaration that the named defendants in this count engaged is defamation per se and 

that Gilbert never obtained an injunction against Huminski and that Huminski never 

https://web.archive.org/web/20160921233016/https:/trevornelsonazglendaleazihs16gcu2020
https://web.archive.org/web/20160921233016/https:/trevornelsonazglendaleazihs16gcu2020
http://debrariffel.files.wordpress.com/2016/09/precautionary-mearsures-oas.pdf
https://web.archive.org/web/20160921233756/https:/trevornelsonazglendaleazihs16gcu2020
https://web.archive.org/web/20160921233756/https:/trevornelsonazglendaleazihs16gcu2020
http://debrariffel.files.wordpress.com/2016/09/oas-letter-march-3-3-16.pdf
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engaged in violence.  Both statements by the named defendants in this count require 

criminal conduct which did not occur.  An injunction against harassment in AZ can not 

issue without underlying criminal conduct.  All violence is criminal. 

 Huminski seeks one dollar ($1.00) in nominal or presumed/general damages. 

 

COUNT 2 – HUMAN RIGHTS VIOLATIONS 

GILBERT, GILBERT POLICE, PHOENIX, PHOENIX POLICE, SURPRISE, SURPRISE 

POLICE 

Huminski incorporates all above paragraphs and seeks the following relief, 

 A declaration that the right to life is a fundamental human right recognized universally. 

 A declaration that the named municipal defendants violated Huminski’s right to life by 

obstructing his fight to live by finding and stopping the person(s) planning his 

assassination. 

 

COUNT 3 – INTENTIONAL AND/OR NEGLIGENT INFLICTION OF EMOTIONAL 

DISTRESS 

GILBERT, GILBERT POLICE, PHOENIX, PHOENIX POLICE, SURPRISE, SURPRISE 

POLICE 

Huminski incorporates all above paragraphs and seeks the following relief, 

 A declaration that the municipal defendants obstructed Huminski’s investigation of the 

murder plot looming against him and that this conduct proximately caused Huminski 

extreme emotional distress by obstructing his attempt to find and stop the assassin(s). 

 Huminski seeks one dollar ($1.00) in nominal or presumed/general damages. 

 

 

COUNT 4 – VIOLATION OF ARIZONA PUBLIC RECORD LAW 

GILBERT, GILBERT POLICE, PHOENIX, PHOENIX POLICE, SURPRISE, SURPRISE 

POLICE 

Huminski incorporates all above paragraphs and seeks the following relief, 

 A declaration that the municipal defendants violated Arizona Public Records Law § 

39.101 et seq. by; (1) withholding all documents without a lawful reason, (2) by 

withholding some documents without a lawful reason, or (3) by excessive redaction 

without a lawful reason. 
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 An order mandating that the municipal defendant produce all documents requested by 

Huminski without excessive/unlawful redaction. 

 

 

 

 


